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Photocopies, 1763-1982, 20 cm.  Microfilm, 1815, 1 reel (B-359).  Finding Aid 2050

The Clerk of the Parliaments is the chief permanent officer of the House of Lords.
His responsibilities include the custody of all statutes, both before and after these
Acts receive Royal Assent.  Under his authority, the House of Lords Record Office
serves as the principal archives of Parliament for Great Britain.  

Facsimile copies of six key constitutional documents were presented to the
government of Canada in 1982 by the government of Great Britain.  Photostatic
copies of four of these, plus the 1840 Letters Patent of Royal Assent, had been
made in 1966 from the originals in the House of Lords Record Office.  A
photographic copy of the 1867 Letters Patent of Royal Assent was acquired in 1965
through the Centennial Commission.  A photographic copy of the Statute of
Westminster was acquired in 1987.  Extracts from the printed House of Lords
sessional papers (Accounts and Papers volume LXXV/94) were microfilmed about
1954 at the Public Record Office.  A photocopy of the Bill for the Quebec Act of
1774 was made in 1971 from the imprint in the Harvard University Library
through the courtesy of F W Torrington and Erik Spicer, then Librarian of
Parliament.  

The photocopies in volumes 1-3 may be consulted freely, as may the contact proofs
for the facsimiles in volume 4.  Given their physical characteristics, the facsimiles
are not available for general consultation.  No form of reproduction may be made
from the photostats, photographs or facsimiles of originals in the House of Lords
Record Office without written authorization from that office.  The printed sessional
papers (reel B-359) are open for consultation and copying. 

Finding Aid # 2050 identifies the type of copy and number of pages for each of the
various reproductions available here, including a detailed list of negative numbers
for the black and white photographs and the color transparencies.  The introduction
to FA 2050 discusses the official translation of state records, the availability of
printed texts and the choice of an optimum text for reference, legal, exhibition or
other use.   

Copies of key constitutional documents have been made several times in photostatic or
photographic format from the "copy of record" preserved in the House of Lords Record
Office.  The most complete set is the facsimiles on parchment for five Acts of 1774-1982
and the Proclamation of 1763.  These duplicate the photostatic copies for four Acts of
1774-1867.  They are complemented by photographic and photostatic copies of the Letters
Patent granting Royal Assent to the Act of Union, 1840 and the British North America
Act, 1867, and by photographs of the Statute of Westminster, 1931.  Copying of other
records from the House of Lords has been limited to microfilm of selections from the
printed sessional papers (Accounts and Papers), volume LXXV/94.  
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Photocopies of constitutional documents, 1774-1867, 1931 (Photocopies, 0.15m).
Volumes 1-3
Positive photostats, dividing the original roll-format into standard-sized sheets to be bound
in book format, were made for the Quebec Act of 1774 (15 sheets), the Constitutional Act
of 1791 (41 sheets), the Act of Union of 1840 (56 sheets) and the British North America
Act of 1867 (41 sheets).  These are duplicated by (unbound) negative photostats of the
Quebec Act and positive photostats of the Constitutional Act and the Act of Union.  Stored
with them are copies of the Letters Patent granting Royal Assent to the Act of Union
(positive photostats, 6 sheets inclusive of the Great Seal) and the British North America
Act (photographs, 5 pages inclusive of the Great Seal), and the Statute of Westminster of
1931 (photographs, 6 pages).  The photocopy of the printed Bill for the Quebec Act (7
pages) in volume 1 illustrates the evolution of the text.  

Facsimiles of constitutional documents, 1763-1982  (Photocopies, 0.05m).  Volume 4
Facsimile reproductions on parchment of the Royal Proclamation of 7 October 1763, the
Quebec Act of 1774, the Constitutional Act of 1791, the Act of Union of 1840, the British
North America Act of 1867 and the Canada Act of 1982.  The first four documents were
inscribed by hand on parchment formed into rolls, as contemporary custom decreed; the
last two were printed on sheets cut to a standard page size.  Only the Canada Act was
produced simultaneously in English and in French (on alternate pages).  The translation
into French, and the printing and distribution of such texts had previously been managed
by the governor within the colony.  
The facsimiles and their case were photographed in black and white and as color
transparencies (Neg. numbers C-104001 to C-104126).  The contact proofs and
transparencies are open for consultation.  

House of Lords "Accounts and Papers", volume LXXV/94  (Microfilm, reel B-359)
Selections from the House of Lords printed sessional papers of 1815, "Accounts and
Papers", volume LXXV/94, containing documents relating to the War of 1812 and the
defence of British possessions in North America, notably correspondence of Sir George
Prevost with Lords Liverpool and Bathurst; the treatment of prisoners of war, and the
capture of both civilian vessels and ships of war by privateers and naval vessels.  

As engrossed on parchment, the "copy of record" is the ultimate source when
questions arise as to the exact wording of a statute.  Royal Assent may be recorded
in the words La Reyne/le Roy le veult inscribed above the opening words of the
Act, or by means of Letters Patent specifying the titles of Acts passed by a specific
session of Parliament.  Until 1851, the texts of statutes were engrossed on
parchment sheets sewn into rolls; thereafter, the texts were printed on parchment
cut to a standard page size.  Letters patent were engrossed on parchment sheets
fastened together at their foot by the cord to which the Great Seal was appended.
These factors greatly affect the legibility of the texts and the manner in which
copying might be effected.   
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Introduction

Facsimiles and other types of copies:

Facsimiles replicate both the text and the physical format of the originals they reproduce.
Thus, the facsimiles in volume 4 are photocopies on parchment, rather than paper.  Four of the
items take roll rather than page format.  The texture and color of the facsimiles may, to the
untutored eye, appear indistinguishable from the original.  Characteristics distinguishing the
facsimiles include the absence of indentations caused by a pen-nib and the slightly granular
appearance of the ink. 

Photographs, photostats and photocopies exhibit certain similarities and differences.  In the
listings below, care has been taken to identify whether photostats are negative or positive copies.
The term photograph has been used to identify positive prints, whether or not the National
Archives of Canada holds the corresponding negative.  

The contact proofs listed in the body of this finding aid provide a convenient positive print
to assess the nature of photographic negatives that have been prepared from any manner of
original, photostat, facsimile or other copy.  In certain cases, more than one master negative of
the same page has been made (such as the title page of the British North America Act).  Negatives
numbered C-104001 to C-104121 were made from the facsimiles;  most of the other negatives
were made from the photostats acquired in 1965-1966. 

Both black and white negatives and color transparencies have been made of the facsimiles
in volume 4, and of their case.  [The four facsimiles in roll format were shot in sections.]  The
negatives and transparencies are both identified by the same sequence of negative numbers: 
C-104001 to C-104126.  

Titles and citations: 

Various terms are used in reference to legislation passed by the Parliament of Great Britain.
Generally but not invariably, broad reference is made to statutes, and specific reference is made
to Acts.  The formal, long title appears at the head of the text for each Act, with Royal Assent
inscribed above and the date immediately below the title.  That full title being inconvenient for
rapid citation of many Acts, short titles have by custom been specified within the Acts themselves,
or have evolved from common usage.  Thus the 1867 Act "for the Union of Canada, Nova Scotia,
and New Brunswick and the Government thereof, and for Purposes connected therewith" is known
as the British North America Act, while the 1931 "Act to give effect to certain resolutions passed
by Imperial Conferences held in the years 1926 and 1930" is known as the Statute of Westminster.



The standard form of legal citation traditionally incorporated the regnal year, monarch's
name, and a chapter number.  Thus the Quebec Act would be cited as 14 Geo. III, c. 83.  As this
style of citation may be used also for legislation produced in any British colony, confusion may
arise between imperial (British) and colonial legislation.  For clarity, citations should include as
a prefix an appropriate designation for the state whose Parliament passed the law, such as 

the imperial statute 14 Geo. III, c. 83
the British statute 22 Geo. V, c. 4
the Upper Canada statute 33 Geo. III, c. 2
the Nova Scotia statute 4 Geo. IV, c. 9

For historical purposes, the style "Constitutional Act of 1791" is more informative of chronology.

The "copy of record" for Acts:

In Britain, custom required that the formal copy of record for each statute be engrossed on
parchment, and for the sheets to be sewn (or otherwise fastened) together as necessary for lengthy
texts.  The parchments were then rolled for storage.  Royal Assent was recorded not by the
monarch's signature but by her/his inscription of the words La Reyne/le Roy le veult immediately
above the the title to the Act.  From 1851 onward, the copy of record was created by printing the
text on parchment cut to a standard page size, with the pages already numbered in preparation for
public distribution.  Thus, the copy of record will differ from any other copy produced by the
King's/Queen's Printer only by its having the aforementioned inscription of assent, and the date
written by hand.  [The printer would set up the whole of the law's text, except the date of Royal
Assent, to produce the copy of record; after that approbation was given, he would print the copies
for official distribution.] 

Royal assent is inscribed on the first page, where both the title and initial clauses appear,
NOT on any supplementary title page.  

Letters Patent: 

Letters Patent granting Royal Assent take the standard form for letters patent [a classic type
of document used to make public certain information, the appointment of public officials and
delegation of authority to them, etc.].  The monarch's signature [in the style Victoria R] appears
in the upper margin, toward the left, on each sheet.  The sheets are laid one atop the other in
reverse order, such that the final page is the only one immediately visible.  The bottom margins
of all sheets are then doubled over and a braided cord is passed through holes in that double
thickness; the Great Seal of the monarch is then affixed over the ends of the cord. 
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Handwriting, legibility and reliability:

The style used by the copyists when engrossing Acts or Letters Patent is ornate and
specialized. The width of the parchment sheets results in very long lines of text.  These features
combine to make the text uncomfortable to read.  The most convenient, easy-to-read texts are
printed;  the most reliable printed texts are those prepared for official distribution.  

Whether for general historical research or particular legal purposes, the most authoritative,
reliable texts are those produced by the printers to the government at the time the act was passed.
Texts reproduced by other agencies, contemporaneously or later, for other purposes, may prove
less reliable.  Possibilities for errors in copying multiply with each "generation" from the original.

 Rarely is it obvious how far from the original a text may be.  Consider one printed text.
The source note for the text of the Proclamation of 1763 as printed by Adam Shortt and Arthur
Doughty in their Documents relating to the Constitutional History of Canada ... [Ottawa, 1918]
identifies the text as taken from "Q 62A".  This is an archival transcript of a volume among the
the Colonial Office records at the Public Record Office, specifically a copy printed by order of
the House of Commons in April 1791.  If the Clerk of the House had access to the original copy
of record, then only one further copy stood in the chain of descent:  the transcript the Clerk sent
to the King's Printer.  [Being notoriously unreliable in returning originals, intact or otherwise,
printers were always sent a working transcript].  If, instead, Clerk used the 1763 printing of the
the Proclamation, then there would have been another two generations (working copy and print)
between the original and the 1918 print, making it seven rather than merely five!  This chain of
descent/copying may be illustrated as follows: 

0 original Proclamation, 1763
+1 -->transcript (to printer, 1763)
+2 --> 1763 print [distributed to imperial officials] 
+3 --> transcript (to printer, 1791)
+4 --> House of Commons print (1791)
+5 --> Q 62 (archival transcript, 1880s)
+6 --> transcript (to printer, 1918)
+7 --> Constitutional Documents (1918)

Manuscript copies were also made for record purposes by officials in the colonies.  The
best of these were in "registered":  entered in bound volumes forming a registry system, prepared
with care in the knowledge that they must be reliable for future reference.  An example of this is
the text of the Proclamation of 1763 recorded, shortly after the inception of civil government in
Quebec, by the Provincial Secretary and Registrar in his Liber A, Commissions and Grants, pages
249-255 [now RG 68, volume 190; on microfilm reel C-3946].  One function of the Secretary and
Registrar was to provide certified copies of public documents when and as needed; the copies
taken from his register volumes generally bear a notation of their source.  The sources of copies
made by others are rarely identified.  



     1 See James Murray to the Board of Trade, 26 January 1764 (MG 11, CO 42/1, pp 176-
179); Thomas Gage to Frederick Haldimand, 1 December 1763 and Haldimand's reply,
25 January 1764 (MG 21, Add. MSS 21662, ff 99-101, 106-107) for publication by the
military governors.  See Montagu Wilmot to the Board of Trade, 28 January 1764 (MG
11, CO 217/21, file N 4) regarding publication in Nova Scotia.  

     2 François-Joseph Cugnet was appointed French Secretary to the government of Quebec in
February 1765 and fulfilled the duties of that office until November 1789.  His son
Jacques-François Cugnet served jointly with him for a year before assuming the full duties
of the office in 1789.  He in turn was succeeded by Pierre-Amable De Bonne. 
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Translations of texts:

Commissions, instructions, proclamations, statutes and other documents produced by the
authorities in Great Britain to instruct or inform officials in the empire were issued only in
English.  [The Canada Act 1982 is an exception.]  Translations required to meet the needs of the
population in a colony were accomplished locally, when and as necessary.  Research indicates that
the Proclamation of 7 October 1763 was translated by the secretaries to the military governors of
Montreal, Three Rivers and Quebec prior to being read out to the populace in January-February
1764.1  The first printing press was not set up at Quebec until late spring of 1764. 

From its first appearance in 1764, the Quebec Gazette published government notices,
legislation and proclamations in both English and French, in parallel columns.  Thus we find the
Quebec Act printed in both languages in the Quebec Gazette on 8 December 1774.  The official
status of that text, as prepared by the translator to the government,2 is indicated by the phrase "F-J
Cugnet, S. F." at the foot of the French text.  A similar inscription appears at the foot of French
texts for Proclamations and other documents published by government authority in the official
gazette, as broadsides, or in separate volumes, throughout the British regime.  Compendiums of
legislation produced by the government printer [the King's Printer or the official "Law Printer"]
included an indication of that official status on the title pages, often in such words as "printed by
order of ....".  The name of the translator will not be mentioned there;  investigation of the
accounts for translation and printing may reveal it.  Texts printed in the gazette or as broadsides
were usually set up in parallel columns, while the Journals of the legislature and the statutes
presented the English and French texts on alternate pages.  
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Locations of texts for constitutional documents 

Notes:  
- The exact nature of each text listed below (as a contemporary or certified copy, official

print or later historical transcript) has not been verified in all cases.  For further details,
consult the inventory descriptions (notably for MG 23, G I 3 and RG 1, E 9). 

- Texts enclosed with the despatches (MG 11 and RG 7) may assumed to be contemporary
manuscript copies or prints.  Having been prepared with care by or for the imperial
authorities, they have the value of certified copies, whether or not there is any specific
notation to that effect.  

- This list does not purport to be exhaustive;  the intent is to illustrate the range of copying
contemporaneously and subsequently.  

- Many of the reprints from 1791 onward included other texts.  For a fuller description of
the works by Vondenvelden, Debarats and their fellow printers, consult the notes provided
by Marie Tremaine in her Bibliography of Canadian imprints 1751-1800 (notably entry
1169) and in the bibliographies by Patricia L. Fleming and Olga Bishop. 

- Call numbers represent holdings of the National Library of Canada (unless otherwise
specified).  Microfiche produced by the Canadian Institute for Micro-reproduction are
identified in the style CIHM 12345. 

Proclamation of 7 October 1763

transcribed: RG 68, volume 190 (Liber A, Commissions and Grants), pages 249-255; on
microfilm reel C-3946  [the copy of record, certified by the Provincial Secretary
and Registrar of Quebec, c. 1765] 

RG 1, E 9, vol. 1, pages 32-36 (typescript) 

Appendix 46 to the 1844 Report of the Commissioners inquiring into the
management of Indian Affairs in Canada [see MG 11, CO 42/516, folios 507-512;
available on microfilm reel B-390]

MG 11, Q series, volume Q 62A, pages 114 ff [from the 1791 text printed for the
House of Commons]

RG 10, volume 660, pages 89-99

MG 23, G I 3, pages 8-12 (by David Chisholme) 

Locations of texts for constitutional documents 



Proclamation of 7 October 1763

printed: as a broadside, By the King. A Proclamation.... (London: Mark Baskett & the
Assigns of Robert Baskett, printers to the King, 1763) -  [eight copies located, one
held in the Lande Room, McGill University Library, Montreal] 

in Capitulations and Extracts of Treaties relating to Canada .../Capitulations et
Extraits des Traités concernant le Canada ... (Quebec:  Pierre-Edouard Desbarats,
1800) - bilingual [as pp 26-35]

NLC  JX 636 1800 and 1800A and 1800B; CIHM 34126
This may be bound with A Collection of the Acts Passed in the Parliament
of Great Britain and of Other Public Acts relative to Canada (Quebec:  P
E Desbarats, 1800 and 1824/1825) KEQ 53  1825  fol.; CIHM 42695

in Adam Shortt & Arthur Doughty's Documents relating to the Constitutional
History of Canada (Ottawa, 1918); volume 1, pages 163-168 JL 11  A 2

in Documents of the Canadian Constitution, 1759-1915, edited by W. P. M.
Kennedy (Toronto:  Oxford University Press, 1918) and
in Statutes, treaties and documents of the Canadian constitution, 1713-1929, edited
by W. P. M. Kennedy (Toronto:  Oxford University Press, 1930)

Quebec Act (14 Geo. III, c. 83)

transcribed: RG 1, E 9, volume 1, pages 41-52 (typescript)
RG 1, E 9, volume 4, pages 87-97 (typescript)

MG 23, G I 3, pages 100-107 (by David Chisholme)

printed: in the Quebec Gazette, issue # 517 (8 December 1774) - 5 pages - bilingual  -
republished in the Quebec Gazette (# 1380 & 1381), 15 & 22 December 1791 [of
which a separate printing of 600 copies was made].

as Anno regni Georgii III ... decimo quarto ...  (London:  Charles Eyre & William
Strahan, 1774) [paginated as 1825-1836 or 335-338]

KE 4136  1774B and HD 9041.6  G 74  fol.;  CIHM 48785

in Anno Regni Georgii III ... decimo quarto ...  (Quebec:  William Brown, 1774) -
bilingual [the Quebec Act pp 6-21; the Quebec Revenue Act (c. 88) pp 20-29; and
the Proclamation of 3 December 1774, pp 4-5] KE 4136 1774;  CIHM 48786
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Quebec Act (14 Geo. III, c. 83)

printed: as Anno Regni decimo quarto Georgii III Regis chap. LXXXIII ... (Quebec:  Samuel
Neilson, 1791) - bilingual [including both the Quebec Act, c. 83, as pp 1-3 and the
Quebec Revenue Act, c. 88, as pp 4-5) CIHM 47889

in Anno Regni Georgii III ... decimo quarto ...  (Quebec:  William Vonden-
velden, 1797) - bilingual [the Quebec Act pp 6-15; the Quebec Revenue Act (c. 88)
pp 16-21; with the Constitutional Act]

  JX 636  1800A and 1800B; KEQ 56  1777A  fol.;  CIHM 50240
Archives Library, pamphlet # 1-456; CIHM 34887

in A Collection of the Acts Passed in the Parliament of Great Britain and of Other
Public Acts relative to Canada (Quebec:  P E Desbarats, 1800) -  [bilingual]

 Archives Library:  JL 48  G 7  1759-1800

as In the Fourteenth year of the Reign of George the Third ... (York, U.C.:  John
Bennett, c. 1804) [the Quebec Act, pp 1-5, the Quebec Revenue Act, pp 6-8; also
"An Act for extending the jurisdiction of the courts of justice in ... Lower and
Upper Canada to the trial and punishment of persons ... within ... North America
..." of 1803; issued with the Upper Canada statutes of 1804] CIHM 39174

in In the Fourteenth year of the Reign of George the Third ... (York, U.C.:  John
Cameron, 1811)  [statutes of 1774-1803] CIHM 64783

in Anno regni Georgii III ... decimo quarto ...  (Montreal, Lane & Bowman, 1816)
- [the Quebec Act, Quebec Revenue Act, and Constitutional Act]

 CIHM 54817

in A Collection of the Acts passed in the Parliament of Great Britain ... applying
to ... Upper Canada ... (York:  R. C. Horne, 1818)  [statutes of 1774-1803; issued
with Upper Canada statutes of 1819] COP Reserve YP2.7;  CIHM 91594

as Anno Regni Georgii III ... decimo quarto ...  (Quebec:  P-E Desbarats, 1818) -
bilingual [the Quebec Act, Quebec Revenue Act and Constitutional Act]

JX 636  1818 fol.

in Documents of the Canadian Constitution, 1759-1915, edited by W. P. M.
Kennedy (Toronto:  Oxford University Press, 1918) and
in Statutes, treaties and documents of the Canadian constitution, 1713-1929, edited
by W. P. M. Kennedy (Toronto:  Oxford University Press, 1930)
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Constitutional Act (31 Geo. III, c. 31)

transcribed: RG 1, E 9, volume 1, pages 164-182 (typescript)
RG 1, E 9, volume 4, pages 99-117 (typescript)

MG 23, G I 3, pages 117-132 (by David Chisholme)

printed: in the Quebec Gazette, # 1378 (1 December 1791), pages 2-11 - bilingual [with the
Proclamation of 18 November 1791 fixing the date for its coming into force, p. 1;
reprinted as a separate edition of 1000] 

as Anno regni Georgii III ... tricesimo primo ... (London:  Charles Eyre & Andrew
Strahan, 1791)  [pages 1271-1296]

 Archives Library:  JL 48, G 7  1791;  CIHM 46621

as Anno Regni Georgii III ... tricesimo primo ...  (Quebec:  William Moore, 1791)
- bilingual [paginated 51-78; with the Proclamation of 18 November 1791 fixing
the date for its coming into force, p. 78v] CIHM 48787

in Anno Regni Georgii III, ... tricesimo primo ...  (Quebec:  William Vonden-
velden, 1797) - bilingual [as pp 23-59, with the Quebec Act and Quebec Revenue
Act of 1774] CIHM 50241

in A Collection of the Acts Passed in the Parliament of Great Britain and of Other
Public Acts relative to Canada (Quebec:  P E Desbarats, 1800) -  [bilingual]

 Archives Library:  JL 48  G 7  1759-1800

in In the Fourteenth year of the Reign of George the Third ... (York, U.C.:  John
Bennett, c. 1804) [the Quebec Act, the Quebec Revenue Act, and the Act of 1803
extending the jurisdiction of courts] KEO 52  1804  fol.; CIHM 39174 and 64783

in In the Fourteenth year of the Reign of George the Third ... (York, U.C.:  John
Cameron, 1811) CIHM 64783

in Anno regni Georgii III ... decimo quarto ...  (Montreal, Lane & Bowman, 1816)
- [the Quebec Act, Quebec Revenue Act, and Constitutional Act]

 CIHM 54817

in A Collection of the Acts passed in the Parliament of Great Britain ... applying
to ... Upper Canada ... (York:  R. C. Horne, 1818)

COP Reserve YP2.7;  CIHM 91594
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Locations of texts for constitutional documents 

Constitutional Act (31 Geo. III, c. 31)

printed: in Anno Regni Georgii III ... decimo quarto ...  (Quebec:  P-E Desbarats, 1818) -
bilingual [with the Quebec Act and Quebec Revenue Act] JX 636  1818 fol.

in The Constitution of the Canadas, adopted by the Imperial Parliament ... together
with the debates thereon  (Hallowell, U.C:  Joseph Wilson, 1833) [the Act as pp
3-27; debates as pp 28-125]  CIHM 18710

in A Collection of the Acts Passed in the Parliament of Great Britain and of Other
Public Acts relative to Canada (Quebec:  P-E Desbarats, 1825)

 KEQ 53  1825 fol.;  CIHM 42695

in The Constitutional Act of the province of Lower Canada .... (Montreal:  Robert
Armour, 1828) [bilingual; 16 pages]

Archives Library, pamphlet 1-1241;  CIHM 21241

* Proclamation of 18 November 1791, announcing the date of coming into force of the
Constitutional Act:

original: RG 4, B 3, volume 1 [parchment]

transcribed: MG 23, D 1, series 1, volume 8, pages 893-899

RG 1, E 9, volume 1, pages 183-184 (typescript)
RG 1, E 9, volume 4, pages 39-40 (typescript)

MG 23, G I 3, pages 152-153 (by David Chisholme)

printed: in the Quebec Gazette, # 1378 (1 December 1791), page 1 - bilingual 

as Proclamation, Declaring when the Act of 31st Geo:  III shall have effect ...
/Proclamation Qui declare le temps ou L'Acte ... aura effet ... (Quebec: n.d - c.
1800)  KE 4138  A 25  1800  fol;  CIHM 55297 and 55298
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Locations of texts for constitutional documents 

Act of Union (3-4 Vic., c. 35)

transcribed: RG 1, E 9, volume 3, pages 1-21 (typescript) 
RG 1, E 9, volume 4, pages 66-85 (typescript) 

printed: * for second reading, 2 April 1840 - RG 7, G 1, volume 47, pages 701-725
[available on microfilm, reel C-139]

* on passing the Lords 19 June 1840, in the Sessional Papers of the House of
Lords, Public Bills, volume 2, pages 151-165 - MG 40, C 20 (photostatic copy)

in the Quebec Gazette # 5611, Supplement (19 August 1840) - bilingual

as Anno Tertio & Quarto Victoriae Reginae ...  (Kingston:  Stewart Derbishire &
George Debarats, 1841)  Archives Library:  JL 55  A 3  1841

as Anno Tertio & Quarto Victoriae Reginae ... to January 1840  (Quebec:  J C
Fisher & W Kemble, 1841) CIHM 49631

* Imperial Order-in-Council of 10 August 1840, authorizing Sir Charles Poulett Thomson
[Lord Sydenham] to proclaim the union

original: RG 7, G 1, volume 48, pages 422-423 [available on microfilm, reel C-139]

printed: [in the official gazettes - locations to be verified]

* Proclamations fixing the date of the coming into force of the Act of Union:

original: RG 4, B 3, volume 14 [parchment] - Lower Canada 

RG 1, E 1, volume 57: Upper Canada State Minute Book M, pages 622-623
[register copy] 

transcribed: RG 1, E 9, volume 3, pages 22-24 (typescript)  [Lower Canada]
RG 1, E 9, volume 4, pages 58-60 (typescript) 

printed: in the Quebec Gazette and Upper Canada Gazette [issues to be verified] 
[copy in CO 42/477, pages 336-346; on reel B-367] 

MG 40, A 2 - volume 56, page 252 [with duplicate despatches] - broadside
Finding Aid 2050  



Locations of texts for constitutional  documents 

British North America Act, 1867  (30-31 Vic. c. 3)

printed: MG 26 A, volume 49, pages 19665-19711 [available on microfilm, reel C-1505]
(contemporary copy)

MG 24, I 9, volume 30, pages 7213-7259  (contemporary copy) 

in Documents of the Canadian Constitution, 1759-1915, edited by W. P. M.
Kennedy (Toronto:  Oxford University Press, 1918)

in Statutes, treaties and documents of the Canadian constitution, 1713-1929, edited
by W. P. M. Kennedy (Toronto:  Oxford University Press, 1930)

* Proclamation of 22 May 1867, fixing the date for the coming into force of the British North
America Act

printed: as a broadside, By the Queen.  A Proclamation .... (London:  George Edward Eyre
& William Spottiswoode, 1867) 

RG 4, C 1, volume 606, files 871 and 938 of 1867 [three copies in vault]

as translated and reprinted in the Canada Gazette, pages 2013-2014 [in English and
French, respectively]

as a broadside, Proclamation.  Par la Reine ....  (Ottawa: ..., 1867)
RG 2, A 1 a, vol. 5354 [not available to view, March 1992]

facsimile reprint, c. 1900 FC 474  G 74  1900z  fol.

Statute of Westminster, 1931  (22 Geo. V, c. 4)

transcribed: .....

printed: in Constitutional amendment in Canada, by Paul Gérin-Lajoie (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1950) JL 141  G 4

in The statute of Westminster, 1931, by Robert Pentland Mahaffy  (London &
Toronto:  Butterworth & Co., 1932) JN 276  M 29  1932
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Shelf list for MG 40, E 1, volumes 1-4 

Volume 1: photostats acquired in 1966; photocopy acquired in 1974
[formerly designated MG 16, A 1]

Printed bill entitled "An Act for making more effectual Provision for the 
Government of the Province of Quebec in America", 1774 [7 pages]

loose pages in folder 
[dimensions 8x14 inches]
NOTE:  this text, printed for debate in Parliament, exhibits differences
from the final text of the Quebec Act. 

Quebec Act, 1774 (14 George III, chapter 83)  [15 + 15 sheets]
bound, cased positive photostat copy (15 sheets), with 
negative photostats (15 sheets) inserted within the case
[dimensions vary; maximum sheet size approximately 12x20 inches]
NOTE:  this text has the appearance of a draft, with numerous 
insertions on strips.  

Constitutional Act, 1791 (31 George III, chapter 31) [41 sheets]
portfolio of loose positive photostats; sheets numbered 1-40, plus
one sheet of instructions for printing of Amendments 
[dimensions standardized, approximately 12x20 inches]

Act of Union, 1840 (3-4 Victoria, chapter 35)  [56 sheets]
and 
Letters Patent granting Royal Assent to this and other Acts [7 sheets]

portfolio of loose positive photostats;  sheets numbered 1-56
for the Act but not numbered for the Letters Patent (6 sheets) and 
the Great Seal suspended therefrom (1 sheet).  
[dimensions standardized, approximately 12x20 inches]
NOTE:  The sequence of sheets within the Letters Patent have been 
established with certainty only for the first and last. 
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Shelf list for MG 40, E 1, volumes 1-4 

Volume 2: photostats acquired in 1966; photocopy acquired in 1974
[formerly designated MG 16, A 1]

Constitutional Act, 1791 (31 George III, chapter 31) [42 + 4 sheets]
bound, cased set of positive photostats; sheets numbered 1-40, plus
a sheet of instructions for printing of Amendments and its endorsement
[dimensions standardized, approximately 11x17 inches]
NOTE:  sheets 53-56 of the Act of Union are erroneously bound after 
sheet 40 of the Constitutional Act. 

Act of Union, 1840 (3-4 Victoria, chapter 35)  [46 sheets]
bound, cased set of positive photostats;  sheets numbered 1-46
[dimensions standardized, approximately 11x17 inches]
NOTE:  sheets 47-56 are not present;  sheets 53-56 can be found 
bound with the Constitutional Act [see above] after its sheet 40. 

Volume 3: photostats acquired in 1966; photographs acquired in 1965 and 1987
[formerly designated MG 16, A 1]

British North America Act, 1867  (30-31 Victoria, chapter 3) [41 pages]
bound, cased set of positive photostats;  printed text, 
pages numbered [9]-47, plus printed title page and MS title page 
[dimensions standardized, 7x12 inches]

with
photographs of the Letters Patent granting Royal Assent to this and 
other Acts of 1867 (3 pages) and the pendant Great Seal (2 pages)  [6 pages]
[dimensions standardized, 8x10 inches]
NOTE:  one photograph illustrates the attachment of the Great Seal
to the parchment by braided cords, another focuses on the seal alone.

Statute of Westminster, 1931 (22 George V, chapter 4) [6 pages]
photographs of the "Act to give effect to certain resolutions passed by
Imperial Conferences held in the years 1926 and 1930" 
[dimensions standardized, 12x16 inches]
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Shelf list for MG 40, E 1, volumes 1-4 

Volume 4: facsimiles acquired in 1982 [previously designated MG 35, B 36]

Proclamation of 7 October 1763 roll [5 frames when photographed]

Quebec Act, 1774 roll [5 frames when photographed]

Constitutional Act, 1791 roll [13 frames when photographed]

Act of Union, 1840 roll [20 frames when photographed]

British North America Act, 1867 40 pages, sewn

Canada Act 1982 38 pages, sewn

NOTE:  six facsimiles are stored in a special red leather presentation case.  The case and
the coat of arms embellishing its lid have been photographed, as have the facsimiles. 

House of Lords sessional papers of 1815 (Accounts and Papers, volume LXXV/94)
(on microfilm reel B-359)
Note: the originals of the documents printed for the Lords may be found with the
despatches [see MG 11, Colonial Office 42 and 43, and MG 12, Admiralty 1 and 2.]

file 1 Petitions presented to HRH the Prince Regent, complaining of the want of protection for
the coasting and other trades. 

file 2 Further papers relating to the War with America. 

file 3 Accounts relating to American seamen, prisoners of war; and the ships of war, armed
vessels and merchant vessels captured from and by the United States of America since the
commencement of the war. 

file 4 Papers relating to the War with America. 

file 5 Papers delivered from the Admiralty relative to the War with America. 

file 6 Further papers delivered from the Admiralty relative to the War with America. 

file 7  Copies and extracts of letters from Lieutenant General Sir George Prevost to the Earl of
Liverpool and the Earl Bathurst, and from the Earl Bathurst to Sir George Prevost. 
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Black & white negatives and color transparencies

Case for the facsimiles [MG 40, E 1, volume 4] 
open neg. # C-104126 T

closed neg. # [C-104123?] T

coat of arms on cover neg. # [C-104122?] T

Royal Proclamation, 7 October 1763 

Negatives prepared from the facsimiles [MG 40, E 1, volume 4]. 
Corresponding transparencies exist for negatives C-104117 to C-104121

first section neg. # C-104117 T

second section neg. # C-104118 T

third section neg. # C-104119 T

fourth section neg. # C-104120 T

fifth section neg. # C-104121 T

Other negatives: 

first section neg. # C-103642 
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Quebec Act - 1774

Negatives prepared from the facsimiles [MG 40, E 1, volume 4]. 
Corresponding transparencies exist for negatives C-104112 to C-104116

first section neg. # C-104112 

second section neg. # C-104113 

third section neg. # C-104114 

fourth section neg. # C-104115 

fifth (final) section neg. # C-104116 

Other negatives: 
first section [inscribed Le Roy le veult -- NOT the same original as neg. C-104112]

neg. # C-35086 

first page, as printed in the Quebec Gazette on 8 November 1774 
[English and French in parallel columns]

neg. # C-98872

The publication of the Quebec Act in the province was announced in a Proclamation of 8
December 1774.  The original (English) text on parchment is preserved in RG 4, B 3, volume 1.
The Proclamation was published in English and French in the Quebec Gazette (see issue # ....,
page 1).  

Proclamation on parchment neg. # C- 
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Constitutional Act - 1791 
formally titled An Act for making more effectual Provision for the Government of the
Province of Quebec in North America, ...
Negatives prepared from the facsimiles [MG 40, E 1, volume 4]. 
Corresponding transparencies exist for negatives C-104021 to C-104033 

first section neg. # C-104021 

second section neg. # C-104022

third section neg. # C-104023

fourth section neg. # C-104024

fifth section neg. # C-104025

sixth section neg. # C-104026

seventh section neg. # C-104027

eighth section neg. # C-104028

ninth section neg. # C-104029 

tenth section neg. # C-104030

eleventh section neg. # C-104031

twelfth section neg. # C-104032

thirteenth section neg. # C-104033

The date for the coming into force of the Constitutional Act was announced in the Proclamation
of 18 November 1791.  The original (English) text on parchment is preserved in RG 4, B 3,
volume 1.  The Proclamation was published in English and French in the Quebec Gazette (see
issue # 1378, page 1).  

Proclamation on parchment neg. # C-137346
endorsement neg. # C-137345
bilingual text in the Quebec Gazette (# 1378)

neg. # C-137343 
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Act of Union, 1840
Negatives prepared from the facsimiles [MG 40, E 1, volume 4]. 
Corresponding transparencies exist for negatives C-104001 to C-104020 
first section neg. # C-104001

second section neg. # C-104002

third section neg. # C-104003

fourth section neg. # C-104004

fifth section neg. # C-104005

sixth section neg. # C-104006

seventh section neg. # C-104007

eighth section neg. # C-104008  

ninth section neg. # C-104009

tenth section neg. # C-104010

eleventh section  neg. # C-104011

twelfth section neg. # C-104012

thirteenth section neg. # C-104013

fourteenth section neg. # C-104014

fifteenth section neg. # C-104015

sixteenth section neg. # C-104016

seventeenth section neg. # C-104017

eighteenth section neg. # C-104018

nineteenth section neg. # C-104019

twentieth section neg. # C-104020 
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Letters patent granting Royal Assent to the Act of Union - 1840

first page neg. # C-21801 

[second] page neg. # C-21802 

[third] page neg. # C-21803 

[fourth] page neg. # C-21800 

[fifth] page neg. # C-21804 

sixth page [with pendant Great Seal]
neg. # C-21799 

For the Proclamation announcing the coming into force of the Act of Union, see the official
gazettes of Upper and Lower Canada.  Broadside formats also exist; photographs hve been made
of two in the Archives Library collection:  

Upper Canada neg. # C-60098

Lower Canada neg. # C-60130

Letters patent granting Royal Assent to the British North America Act - 1867

first page neg. # C-16493

second page neg. # C-16494 

third (final) page neg. # C-16495 

third (final) page and Great Seal
neg. # C-16496

cord and Great Seal of Queen Victoria
neg. # C-16497
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British North America Act - 1867 
Negatives prepared from the facsimiles [MG 40, E 1, volume 4]. 
Corresponding transparencies exist for negatives C-104072 to C-104111 

cover/title page neg. # C-104072 

first page [inscribed La Reyne le veult]
neg. # C-104073 

second page [10] neg. # C-104074

third page [11] neg. # C-104075 

fourth page [12] neg. # C-104076

fifth page [13] neg. # C-104077 

sixth page [14] neg. # C-104078

seventh page [15] neg. # C-104079

eighth page [16] neg. # C-104080

ninth page [17] neg. # C-104081 

tenth page [18] neg. # C-104082 

eleventh page [19] neg. # C-104083 

twelfth page [20] neg. # C-104084 

thirteenth page [21] neg. # C-104085 

fourteenth page [22] neg. # C-104086

fifteenth page [23] neg. # C-104087 

sixteenth page [24] neg. # C-104088

seventeenth page [25] neg. # C-104089

eighteenth page [26] neg. # C-104090
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British North America Act - 1867 

ninteenth page [27] neg. # C-104091 

twentieth page [28] neg. # C-104092 

twenty-first page [29] neg. # C-104093 

twenty-second page [30] neg. # C-104094 

twenty-third page [31] neg. # C-104095 

twenty-fourth page [32] neg. # C-104096

twenty-fifth page [33] neg. # C-104097 

twenty-sixth page [34] neg. # C-104098

twenty-seventh page [35] neg. # C-104099

twenty-eighth page [36] neg. # C-104100

twenty-ninth page [37] neg. # C-104101 

thirtieth page [38] neg. # C-104102 

thirty-first page [39] neg. # C-104103 

thirty-second page [40] neg. # C-104104 

thirty-third page [41] neg. # C-104105 

thirty-fourth page [42] neg. # C-104106

thirty-fifth page [43] neg. # C-104107 

thirty-sixth page [44] neg. # C-104108

thirty-seventh page [45] neg. # C-104109

thirty-eighth page [46] neg. # C-104110

thirty-ninth page [47] neg. # C-104111  
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British North America Act - 1867 

Note:  Another full set of copy negatives is recorded in the Archives Library's catalogue
of contact proofs.  These, numbered C-23513 to C-23532 effectively duplicate C-104074
to C-104111 -- but appear to have been made directly from the original at the HLRO rather
than from the facsimiles.  The contact proofs in the Library have been identified as subject
to the HLRO restriction [see memo of Alison Hale, 4 October 1993]. 

other negatives:

cover/title page neg. # C-48979 

first page [inscribed La Reyne le veult]
neg. # C-48989 

cover/title page neg. # C-28444 

first page [inscribed La Reyne le veult]
neg. # C-28443 

thirty-ninth page [47] neg. # C-28445 

L'acte de l'Amérique Britannique du Nord, 1867 
[texte français]

première page neg. # C-103676

The date for the coming into force of the BNA Act was set by a Royal Proclamation dated 22 May
1867.  A printed broadside of this Proclamation is found in RG 4, C 1, volume 606, file 871 of
1867.  The text was translated and printed in the Canada Gazette (pages 2013 and 2014), copies
of which are found with a letter of 22 June 1867regarding distribution of the Proclamation, in RG
4, C 1, vol. 606, PSO/CE file 938 of 1867.  Another set of broadsides is found in RG 2, volume
5354, PCO # 2648)

(English broadside - in RG 4) neg. # C-60281 

in Canada Gazette neg. # C-138958 (page 2013 - English)
neg. # C-138957 (page 2014 - French) 

(Canadian broadside - in RG 2) neg. # C-21873 (English)
neg. # C-21874 (French)
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Statute of Westminster, 1931

title page neg. # C-136589 

first page neg. # C-136592 

second page neg. # C-136590 

third page neg. # C-136591 

fourth page neg. # C-136593 

fifth page neg. # C-136588 
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Canada Act - 1982 
Negatives prepared from the facsimiles [MG 40, E 1, volume 4]. 
Corresponding transparencies exist for negatives C-104034 to C-104071 

cover page neg. # C-104034

title page with coat of arms [page 1]
neg. # C-104035

page 2 neg. # C-104036

page 3 neg. # C-104037

page 4 neg. # C-104038

page 5  neg. # C-104039

page 6 neg. # C-104040

page 7   neg. # C-104041 

page 8 neg. # C-104042

page 9 neg. # C-104043

page 10 neg. # C-104044

page 11 neg. # C-104045 

page 12 neg. # C-104046

page 13  neg. # C-104047

page 14 neg. # C-104048

page 15   neg. # C-104049

page 16 neg. # C-104050

page 17 neg. # C-104051

page 18 neg. # C-104052
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Canada Act - 1982 

page 19 neg. # C-104053

page 20 neg. # C-104054

page 21 neg. # C-104055

page 22  neg. # C-104056

page 23 neg. # C-104057

page 24 neg. # C-104058

page 25 neg. # C-104059

page 26 neg. # C-104060 

page 27 neg. # C-104061

page 28  neg. # C-104062

page 29 neg. # C-104063

page 30   neg. # C-104064

page 31 neg. # C-104065

page 32 neg. # C-104066

page 33 neg. # C-104067

page 34  neg. # C-104068

page 35 neg. # C-104069

page 36   neg. # C-104070

page 37 neg. # C-104071


